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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by the Kellett Aircraft

Corporation, Willow Grove, Pennsylvania for the Bureau of

Naval Weapons of the U.S. Navy and fulfills the require"nts

of Phase I, Item 4 of Contract NOw64-0439-f.

Testing for this program started in March 1964

and was completed in August 1965. The testing was supervised

by Mr. James B. Jones, the Kellett Project Engineer and

Mr. Ben Stein RAAD-3221, U.S. Navy, Bureau of Naval Weapons,

who administered the project.

The cooperation of the Bell Aerosystems Company

is gratefully acknowledged. Their drawings and suggestions

significantly guided the design of the inlet protection

devices tesred. ?r. E. Sherman of Bell witnessed some of

the tests and his aid and suggestions in the analysis of the

test results are appreciated. The cooperation of the Hamil:tn

Standerd personnel in their phase of the test program is also

greatly appreciated, as was the aid and suggestions of Mr.

W. Koven and Mr. B. Stein of the Bureau of Naval Weapons.

The assistance and supervision of these men has significantly

contributed to the success of this program.
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Dr. Howard C. Curtiss Jr. has interpreted, analyzed

and supervised the coliection and documentation of the

aerodynamic data. Professor Curtisa prepared the aerodynamic

interference sections of this report.

Mr. William P. Ryan, Installation Engineer of Hamilton

Standard supervised the propeller blade stresses, instrumentation

and the compilation thereof. Mr. Ryan also supervised the

preparation of the propeller blade stress sections of the report.

Mr. R. Struble has integrated the entire tnst program

into a published report.

A motion picture film (16.m color) supplements this

report and can be obtained from the Bureau of Naval Weapons.

This film will be a valuable addition to the undurstanding of

downwash problems.
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ABSTRACT

A full scale half-model simulation of a dual tandem

ducted propeller VTOL aircraft has been tested under the severe

eawircemont caused by operation simulating vertical flight in

close proximity to sand and crushed stone covered terrain. The

model was the sam as used in similar previous downwash effects

program, except that various propeller positicrs and inlet

configurations were investigated. Four engine inlet protection

devices were evaluated in this series of tests. Based on, /

previous promising results, a wing-like deflector device was

tested in two configurations of different chord lengths. A

full inlet screen and a blocked half-screen inlet protection

device were also tested. It was found that due to its locatior

in the upflow region, the ful:l *creen tended to collect particles

and thereby aggravated inlet ingestion. The blocked half-screen

and the deflector devices significantly reduced ingestion, but

were not sufficiently effective to positively prevent engine

damage. Tests over crushed stone caused significantly worse

inlet ingestion and airframe damage problems than those experi-

enced over sand. Aerodynamic interference tests were also

conducted. Single (Isolated duct) as well as tandem propeller

configurations were investigated at various propeller

blade settings, propeller duct heights, distances between ducts

and power settings. Propeller blade stress investigations were

~XLIM
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made during the aerodynamic interference tests. Recirculation

was evident in the tandem aerodynamic tests, causing a reduction

in thrust at a given blde angle and RPM. Also, as a result

of the recirculztion, thrust variations ranging from five to

ten percent of the average thrust w4re measured.
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I INTRODUC'TION

A. Kellett Experimental Dovrwash Programs Conducted for the

Bureau of Naval Weapons

Kellett Aircraft Corporation in the past five years,

under three Bureau of Naval Wea~ons contracts, NOw 60-0450-f,

NOw 61-09 26-c, and NOw 64-0439-f (the present progiam), has

conducted experimental tests to provide systematic full-scale

information on problems associated with recirculation of terrain

materials due to high velocity downwash during simulated VTOL

take-off and landing maneuvers. The scope of the first two

programs is described in (1) and (2) below, and the present

program under B below.

(1) Initially, a single Pratt and Whitney R-4360

engine-15 foot propeller combination was mounted

on the boom of a mobile crane. Tests were

conducted over sand, gravel, clay, water and suow.

Results are reported in reference 1. Results

indicated that recirculation of materials over

loose terrain can be a serious problem, with

damage resulting from erosion, engine ingestion

and flying debris.

(2) Because of the limited applicability of the

isolated propeller/engine tests, the program was

extended to include tests of a representative

full-stale VTOL aircraft configuration, namely,
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the tandem tilting duct arrangement. Take-off-

and-landing operations of a semi-span tandem duct

aircraft were simulated utilizing two YT-53

engines mounted in the ducts, with each engine

providing power for an eight-foot diameter

propeller. A semi-span'wing was attached to the

aft duct, and a fuselage, tail, dummy engine

nace.les, and a landing gear represented the

complete half-model configuration. Results are

reported in reference 2. Tests were conducted at

heights of less than two duct diameters above sand

and water terrain at propeller disc loadings up

to 60 pounds per square foot. An engine power

loss due to ingestion occurred when operating at

low alt-itudes over water. Severe damage to

unprotected engines, propellers, ducts an6 air-

frame resulted from downwash recirculation and

particle ingestion when operating over sand.

Ground coupled interference effects caused by

aerodynamic interaction between the ducted

propellers indicated high vibratory stress levels.

An upflow area occurred between the forward and

aft ducts near the aides of the fuselage which

acted to increase damage caused to the engine,

ducts and airframe during tests conducted over

sand terrain.

S7•,,
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B. Iresent Program

The present program was oriented to obtain experimental

data which would be airectly applicable to the Bell tandem ducted

X-22A aircraft. Figure 1 iidicates the test arrangement employed,

which is the reflection plan. half-model arrangement previously

utilized under A (2) above, To simulate the X-22A engine airflcv

arrangement, airflow was provided through the daumy engine-nacelle

inlets by use of a J-69 engine. Tests were conducted over sand

and stone, and a study was made of the sizes and amounts of

terrain particles ingested through the inlets. Various inlet

protection devices were tested with the aim of minimizing inlet

ingestiot', and screens were installed on the ducts to protect

the propellers from gravel and stone. The tent-like duct

protective screens were fastened to each duct with a four-inch

cylindrical theet metal collar. This collar caused duct lip

separation, which reduced the thrust of the duct unit significantly

during testing. The use of the duct fcreens was therefore dis-

continued. The effectiveness of the inlet protective devices

in minimizing inlet ingestion was determined and the results are

discussed later in the report.

The second major effort coveted during tie present

testing was to conduct teats over sterile terrain, that is, with

terrain recirculation minimized. For these tests, the propeller

blades and ducts were instrumented in order to assess the severity

of blade streds levels caused by aerodynamic interaction between

the ducted propellers. The airframe geometry was also varied

T.IS •• '
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by moving the ducts longitudinally and laterally from the standard

X-22A duct positions to determine the differences caused in the

blade stress levels as a result of the shifting of the duct

oositions. Isolated propeller duct testing was also accomplished

to form a basis for the evaluation of the effect of airframe

configuration on the dict to duct blade stress levels. Instru-

mented propeller stress data was obtained by Hamilton Standaru

under sub-contract to Kellett Aircraft. Results are reported

herein under Appendix A.

The weather was a test restriction due to the pos3bble

effects it could have on the data and test comparisons, Past

experience at Kellett led the test personnel to realize that

the wind velocity should be less than 10 knots during testing,

the terrain moisture content should not exceed 12 percent

and the temperature should be above freezing.
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II TEST APPARATUS

A. Bask Duz. Tandem Test Rig

The test apparatus was a modification of the full scale

reflection plane model of the dual tandem duicted propeller VTOL

aircraft which had been developed during thr prior BuWeps-Kellett

downwa3h programs. As illustrated in the Figure 2, three-view scale

drawing, this test rig consisted of two ducted propeller units

and a half-airframe mounted on an aerodynamic reflection plane.

The two ducted propeller units each coniisted of a Hamilton-

Standard 8 foot diasater propeller powered by a Lycoming T-53

turboprop engine rated at 960 horsepower. Thrust measuring load

eells were inserted in the duct support structure to monitor

the thrust which was produced.

B. En&ine In&estion Test RI.&

The uwjor addition to the test apparatus wau the air-

flow package which simulated realistic aitflows in the engine

nacelles. This unit consisted of two simulated engine inlets

connectod through ducting and a particle separator to the intake

of a Contineotal J-69-T-9 turbojet engine iapable of producing

an airflow of 18 pounds per second. The engine inlets and simu-

lated nacelles were fabricated following Bell Aerosystems Company

drawings for the X-22 aircraft in the space provided between the

aft propeller duct and the fuselage similar Co the X-22 design.

The engine inlets are shown in the Figure 3 photograph. The

desin of these inlet. and the inUlet airflow instrumentation is

illustrated in Figure 4. An overall view of the airflow equip-

,r . 97
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ment located behind the reflection plane is shown in Figure 5.

The particle separator consisted of a plenum chamber

and a scrnen to trap the ingested particles of terrain. The

plenum chamber was partitioned with one simulatid engine inlet

connecting to each half of the chamber so that particles ingested

in each inlet were collected separately. The screen was of fine

mesh with 200 micron openings and was installed in each chamber

in front of the engine intake. The space between the engine

intake and the screen acted ai an additional settling chamber

and collected the particles less than 200 microns in diameter

that passed through the screen.

The fundamental parameter of downwash testing which

determines the intensity of the downwash is the disc loading.

To determine this parameter the combined propeller thrust, duct Inl4

thrust, and residual engine jet thrust was meacured. Two load Sepi

cells attached to each propeller duct at diametrically opposite

positions registered the thrust reaction loads on the supporting

structure. The output of the load cells was recorded on a high

speed Consolidated oscillograph (Type 5-I14) in the ingestion

tests and a digital system in the aerodynamic studies. The

load cells were calibrated so that the total thrust could be

determined from the recorded output. The disc loading was

obtained by dividing the total measured thrust by the duct exit

area whtich was 49.0 square feet.

-I!
"! "•? U
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In addition, propeller rpm converted to an appropriate I
signal throu• a suitable transducer was recorded simultaneously

to check and support the manually recorded data.

The simulated engine inlets each contained a flow I
measuring rake consisting of three static pressure tubes and

nine total pressure probes. These probes have the appearance I

of a Y, each leg consisting of three total tubes and one static 1
tube. The configuration at each azimuth is illustrated in

Figure 4. The probes were connected with flexible plastic j
tubing to a multiple tube manometer board. In addition,

thermocouples were used to measure the temperature at each inlet. £

From the above data, the total mass flow into each inlet as well

as azimutal variation in the flowvwas determined.

The particles which were ingested io the simulated I
engine inlets and trapped by the particle separator were

collected and analyzed to determine the weight of terrain ingested J
and the size distribution of the particles. In addition, samples

of terrain circulating through the propeller ducts were collected 1
in especially designed traps shown in Figure 6. Sensitive I
weighing balances and graduated sieves were used to process the

sand and gravel collected. Motion picture coverage using smoke

flares to visualize the flow was used to provide corroborating

qualitative ingestion data and has served as a permanent visual

record of all tests.

I

?.I .3? 1
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C. Inlet Protection Devices
/

Four inlet protection devices wera selected for test.

Two of these were solid barrier types positioned under the nacelies. I
The third *as a cylindrical wire screen fitting over the nacelles. I
The fourth was an adaptation of the full screen and consisted of the

lower half of the full screen with the cylindrical surface blocked. I
The details of these devices are described in i-he following para-

grapcs.

The long chord deflector had A rectangular planform I
area of approximately 33 square feet (96 by 50 inches). The

thicknesswas 5.5 inches tapering to 3 inches at the leading and I
trailing edges. Figure 7 illustrates thic device and shows the

position of the device relative to the inlet. The deflector was I
attached to the fuselage side in a horizontal plane approximately j
22 inches below the inlet centerline. The long side extended ap-

proximately 74 inches forward of the duct inlets. I
The short chord daflector had a planform area approx-

izately 10.5 square feet (28 by 54 inches) and a maximum thickness s

of 5 3/4 inches at the leading edge radius. The thickness tapered

to 4 inches at the trailing edge. The detail of the installation

of this detiector is illustrnted in Figure 8. An overall top J
view of the deflector is shown in the photograph in Figure 9.

The deflector was positioned below the nacelles with the chordline I
at an angle of 5 degrees to the horizontal and approximately

i
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parallel with the inlt ccnterlins. The distance from the leading

edge to the inlet is approximately 20 inches.

"'be third protective device consisted of two -ylindrical

shapes made of wire screens which fitted over the nacelles and

extended 15 inches forward from the inlet&. This inlet protection I
device was made of numkber 12 mash screen (0.018 in.ch diameter.

wire) layed over a coarse support of number I mosb screen(O.080 in ch

diameter wire). The cylindrical shape covered both the *xLended j
circumference and the frontal area of tach inlet. The arrange-

ment is shown in Figures 10 and 11. Because of the limited I
space between the nacelles the parting suiface of the top and / I
bottom half of each scvean is at an angle witn the horizontal.

The fourth devi. • is illustrated in Figure 12. It

;-onsist3 of the two bottom portion3 of the full screen. The*

cylindrical surfaces were covered with tar paper and the end I
surfaces were left open. The oriehtationws" the same as that

of the full screen with tbe parting surface inclined 30 degrees

with the horizontal piLne. 1

1
1

'I
I
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III TEST PROGRAM

A. Engine Ingestion Tests

Tests were conducted as described in Table 1 to

determine the significance of the ingestion problem over sand

and stone covered terrain and to evaluate inlet protection

devices over sand and stone. The sand which was utilized was

coarse building sand which was 50 percent finer than 700 microns.

The stone used was crushed granite of 3/8 inch and 1/2 inch size

grades. These stone gradings were too coarse for standard sieve

analysis and so were graded as shown in the Figure 13.

The 1/2 inch stone was graded in a manner similar to that used

for the 3/8 inch grade.

The motion picture cameras utilized to document this

testing were positioned to obtain the overall view shown in

Figure 1 and also some views of the simulated engine inlets.

The cameras were used in conjunction with smoke flares positioned

at various locations in the upflow region under the inlets for

flow visualization studies. Similar flow visualization studies

were used to guide the design of the inlet protection devices

described previously.

This test program was significantly influenced by the

test conditions, test duration and the correlation of the

ingestion engine to the thrust engines. These parameters are

discussed in the following paragraphs.

I'-.,l37
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Note: Symbols denote test conditions as shown in
Table 9.

TEST NO. DATE TEARAIN P3OTECTMVE RZMARKS

155 4/16 Sand None

156 4/16 Sand None

157 4/17 Sand None 0

158 4/17 Sand None 0

S159 4/27 Sand FUHl' Screen Q

A 160 4/27 Sand Half Screen

161 Test to M~sura Duct: Inlet Pressures Only

S162 5/21 Sand Half Screen

o 163 5/22 Sand Full Screen

A 164 5/22 Sand Half Screen
165 3/22 Sand None

0 166 5/25 Sand None

L 167 5/35 Sand None

168 5/18 Sand Short S
*).f lector

169 5/29 Sand Long
We.lector

1 70  6/3 3/8 Stone None

16/4 3/8 Stop None
172 6/9 3/8 Stone Noce

173 6/9 1/2 kton None

TABU. 1. DISCRIFTION OF TEST (AMMU N&DIOd
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1. Conditions Tested

This test'program conslated of teats conducted at an

average duct exit height of 0.90 of the duct exit diameter. The

aft duct is slightly higher than the forward duct. As shown in

Table I, the first tests were conducted over sand terrain with

the propeller duct protection devices, referred to as teepee*,

installed (see Figure 14.). Test 161 was run to determine by

pressure studies the effects of the propeller duct protection

devices. Results of Test 161 shoved that the engine efficiency

was reduced to the extent that the thrust capability was compro-

mised, thus significantly reducin,. the engine performance. There-

fore the propeller duct protection screens were removed, (see

Introduction, page 4). Tests 162 to 173 (listed in Table I) were

conducted without the propeller duct protection.

The ambient conditions experienced during testing are

summarized in Table 2. In particular, it should be noted in

this table that the terrain moisture was considerably less than

that experienced in the tests of Reference 2. The terrain in

Reference 2 had a moisture content of about 12 percent. Moisture

of 12 percent provided the sand with some cohesion And thus was

called wet sand. As shown in Table 2, sand moisture as low as

1.4 percent and up to 6.6 percent was encountered. This range

of moisture resulted in sand textures from dory to damp with

very little cohesion in this range.

2. Determination of Test Duration

Due to the statistical nature of this testing the

determination of the desired length of each tost is
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A4pprox. 6*~

Keflecticn Plane

Propele• Duets' Fuelage

X-22 TUst Rig

Terrain Wind Wind
Test No. Nuisture, Velocity, Direction Teuperaturel

percent knot.

155 3.1 10 0 55
156 3.1 10 ow55
157 3.1 4 SSW 57
158 3.1 3 WSW 71
159 3.2 7 SSW 51
160 3.2 S4 62
161 8 ESE 56
162 2.2 6 SW 57
163 6.6 4 to 6 SW 54
164 6.6 8 SW 72
165 6.6 8 SW 72
1'36 3.4 a olO 1WN 72

Gusts to 20
167 3.4 I to 10 wl 72

Gusts to 20
168 1.4 5 to 8 Mw 57
169 1.4 4 MW 65
170 lO-iGuts .0o3 SSW 67
171 7 W 62
172 Trrain 2 ,68
173 Caln 79

Noter qTbe moisture in tbe simd terraia is calculated from
a four pound sample taksn on the day of the test.
The porcentage given is based on weigbt.

TAIl, 2. AMBIIENT COGITIOKS OF TERRAI NDISTURE, WIND
A"' 1•A13TM3 EXUIINGD DURI TESTING
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imaportant. The terrain saIples vary wideiy in particle size

and therefore the tests must be of suffici-nt duration that

a representative sample is collected. In reducing tht test

data, the test duration was obtained from the oicillograph

records. Test duration was defined if th Limt I •i•aiet of

the oscillogram length between the 1ti'rssction c- a line

pArallel to the average thrust reoILng and a line d'arned by

the average slope of the starting and stopp& trensients.

This relation is shown in Fis. 15 1 I
The resulttng datta obtdined on test d'aration is shown

in Table 3. It may be nozed that -he average test duration w.i

about 45 seconds, but tests were as short as 23 seconds arA as

long as 64 seconds. The wtdc ciiporsion in test times indicates

that the resulting data should be noodi.-unsionalinzd by test I
time. •I

3. Enitine Airfloyv to L'ioc Loading Cerrelation

A fixed relation between the power settin-s of the I
thrust engines and the ingestion engine was established as the

test criteria. This relation was established to most nearly I
sisulate the X-22 aircraft.

It is reailzed froe previous tests, Reference 2,

that the inlet velocity . 4 ) is proportional to the upflow

velocity ( V, \ in the area of the inlet. Sinc* the -eat rig

closely approximates the X-22 configuration we can write the I
relationship.

Y44 V.
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Tear No- Propell•n Drive (T-531 IngestLonDuratioll, -S'5tn---
[-W5. N --)UT -'2- gi8ne RPM

Se, I - - -F-)-

155 24 434 1 84 84

156 23 93 93 93

157 33 96 98 98

158 31 93 93 93

159 44 96 98 98

160 46 96 98 93

161 44 96 98 98

162 32 97 98 98

163 45 96 98 98

164 44 97 98 98

166 42 96 98 98

166 41 14 84 84

167 43 93 93 93

168 41 96 98 98

169 41 96 98 98

170 64 86 84 84

171 42 93 93 93

172 3i 96 98 98

173 33 96 98 98

TABLE 3: DURATION OF TE•TS AND ENGINE POWER SEITINGS

Iol7
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xince

and

V le
substituting in the above velocity relationship

4444

simplifying we get

realizing
7- D4

we may write

(/

ruthermore, tha X-22ai.rcraft at given in Reference 3 will have

a normal VTOL gross weight of 15,000 pounds. The diameter

of the duct exits of this aircraft is approx:iUtely 7.9 feet,

resulting in a normol VTOL disc ioad4.ng (D.L.) determined as

follows:

Ae x 4 6.;#/v5

17-v --- *.-~ _______________________________________T'5
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where AD1/6QQo OolD V.o
z4e 2-"D 3.1'iy, • 9

4 4e

Therefore

resulting in

D.4.• a5 -SF

•udnag, the X-22 engine airflow (we) can be obtained from

Reference 4as about 11.5 pounds per second.

Theirefore

A6 )., z 6l4C
Since

This relation was used to roduce the test data to the coordinates

airflow (k/o)and the square root of the disc loading (D.,.i

shown in Figure 31.

B. Inlet Protection DeviceTesto

The program for the Inlet Protection Device Tests was

basically the same as for the Engine Ingestion Tests.

T. I. 7
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C. Aerodynamic Interference Tests

The following parameters were varied during this

testing.

1. Duct height from ground.

2. Propeller blade pitch.

3. Propeller RPM.

The time variation of duct static pressure distribution,

duct flow velocity, total thrust, propeller torque and propeller

blade stresses were determined.

The objective of this phase of the research was to

determine the nature cf the aerodynamic interference between

two ducted prop&llers operating in close proximity, located near

the ground adjacent to a reflaction plane, to simulate a four

duct VTOL aircraft shown in Figure 16. Note the protective

ground cover. The thrust axes of the ducts were oriented in a

vertical direction representing a VTOL air.raft hoverinm aoar

the ground. Earlier tests discussed in Reference 2 indicated

low frequency variations in thrust of 9 percent of the average

thrust.

Particular emphasis in the present series of tests was

placed on measuring the time history of the thrust of the ducts

while operating at various blade angles and propeller rotational

speeds in various geometric locations with respect to one another.

Isolated duct moasurements wcre conducted to serve as a reference

for the tandem experimwnts.

3I•4
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The phenomenon of interest Is the nature of the

recirculation caused by the presence of two ducts near one

another. Recirculation refers to the fact that the wake

produced by a ducted propeller or other thrusting device flows

back through the duct. If this occurs, then it would be

expected that the variation with time of the aerodynamic forces

acting on the device would be increased since the wake as seen

from a stationary reference system is unsteady dua to the

finite number of blades. A aignificent .iuctuation of the

flow at a frequency of the number .f blades times the RPM

as well as other frequencies would be expected due to the random

nature of the flow and the various aerodynamic nonlinearities

present.

Physically, recirculation develops as a result of

the following influences. If we first consider an isolated

duct operating with its thrust axis vertical over a perfectly

fla-: surface with zero wind velocity, no recirculation wouid

be expected and the wake would spread ovL over the ground Ps

shown in Figure 17. If we move the Juct down close to the

ground, as shown in Figure 18, then some recirculation may

occur. Appreciable recirculation in this perfectly symnetrical

situation probably does not occur until the duct is less than

one diameter from the ground. If the duct is operating over

a surface that is eroded or distorted by the wake (water) then

the resulting change in shape of the surface will probably

cause recirculation to occur as shown in Figure 19. The
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presence of a wind will also cause a recirculation as it will

stop the flow along the ground. The resulting upward flow

would be more likely to be sucked into the incoming flow as

shown in Figure 20. Recirculation would also occur when

the ducted fan is operated in a closed building or wind tunnel

at zero forward speed.

Basically, the propeller or ducted fan is using a

large volume of air per unit time and any external influence

that deflects the spreading wake upward would be expected to

result in some recirculation of the wake as the upward flow

would be induced into the inlet.

Now if we place two ducted fans close to one another

near the ground as shown in Figure 21, a plane of syiuetry

will be present with a strong upward flow near this plane of

yqmetry. Agatn this upward flow will be sucked into the inlet

as shown in the sketch with the resulting recirculation pattern.

The presence and magnitude of this up-flow is discussed in

Reference 2. The movies that accompany Reference 2 show this

phenomenon as well as presence of recirculation.

Now we turn to the question of the aerodynamic effects

of a recirculating flow. First, It would be expmcteo that the

average thrust of the device at a given blade a.Igle and RPM

would be reduced. The presence of an average inflov velocity

would act to reduce the average blade elems it angle of attack

with a resulting loss .n thrust. In addition, the presence of the
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-. ,;rculation would be expected to cause roukiness parhaps

himilar in nature to that experienced by a helizopter in a

vortex ring state of operation, Referenct: 5. Any disturb-

ances in the wake would tend to be magnified as a resuit of

recirculation. The importance of the roughness or thruxt

variation on the operatiob of an aircraft would tend to fall

into three categories based on the frequency rengt of the

disturbances. Very low frequency variations in thrust would

appear as random disturbances to the pflet i- lte•pting to

hover and control thi airplane close to the ground. F1cirr,;ulation

is probably one of the sources of erratic behavior of many

VTOL aircraft noticed near the ground, Reference 6. In a mid

frequency range, disturbances may be significant in causing

amplification of various structural faequencies of the aircraft.

In addition, it may be expected that the level of the dirturb-

ances at the number of blmt'es times the RrM would be increased

and this high frequency fluctuat..on would be of signifi<-ance

in the stress level experienced Oy the propeller blades.

The program conducted by, Kellett Aircraft Corporation

described here was aimed at determining the low frequency

components of the thrust as caused by the p-Asence of two

adjacent ducts in configurations similar to the X-22 aircraft.

In addition, tests wore conducted simultaneously by Hamilton

Standard Division of UAC to measure the higher frequency

components rf stress in the blades. See Figure 22 for a photo-

graph of the slip ring and strain gage installations. Strain

V :.-S7 ......__-- ~- - - ~ -
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ages were installed on one propeller only. The isolated ducted

propeller and the aft ducted propeller were the propellers on

wnich the strain gages were applied for the is.ress investigations.

T.l1.57
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A. Aerodynamic instrumentation

The apparatus consisted of transducers to measure

the following parameters associated with the duct:

1. Total ducted fan thrust - Baldwit, 3R4 load cell

type U-l, two provided for each duct.

2. Duct exit velocity - Four hot wire velocity probes,

Flow Corporation Model 55AI. They were mounted

radially in each duct as shown in Figures 23 and 24.

3. Duct static pressure at two lip stations at four

radial locations. Statham Model No.PM60TCt.I-350.

Locations shown in Figure 23 and 24. The corner

frequency is 3500 cps.

4. Propeller torque. Oil pressure Giannini 46129J-D-7-50.

5. Propeller RPM. Tachometer generator. Jack and Heintz

Inc. MS-25038-4 Indicator G.E. MS-28000-l.

The geometry of the ducted fan is shown in Figures

23 and 24 and the propeller characteristics are given in Figure

25. A photograph of the isolated duct is shown in Figure 26, and

of the tandem configuration is shown, in Figure lb. The propeller

propulsion engine was mounted in the duct as shown in Figure 23.

The transducer outputs were recorded through a digital readout

system Pnd recorded on a punched tape. (Wang Labs.Inc. 26 Chmnei System).

Since the results of this program are dynamic in

nature, care must be taken to evaluate the dynamic character-

istics of all the components involved in the system.

-,_8 ______
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FIGURE 23.

IX Lt Eii_01
oI~m Or~.d. Outer Ord. Ordinate I Ordti-te

X Y - Y Zl 7z
Inches Inches 11cthes Inch a li Incite r

0r 0 - 0.512 2.30 2.31
0.321 - - 1.284 - "
0.385 0.942 - 2.60 2.6')
0.642 - - 1.475 7 -

0.901 1.580 - 1.603 "
1.264 - - 1.643 3.00 3.00

.92.222 3.25 3.
22/-5 - - 1.670 3.25 3.25
2.86i 2 9 " 3.25 3,25
4.490 3.)7j 3.25 3. "_.
6.097 3.830 - 3.25 3.25
9.L09 - - 1.u0) 3.80 3.80

10.956 3.987 - ,3.80 3.80
12.840 3.987 - 1.670 6.30 6.30
16.029 3.969 - 3.80 3.80
18.140 - - 1.603 3.80 3.80

,.",IIj 3.87Ci - 3.80 3.80
22.540 3.740 - 3.80
23.528 - - 1.3h1 7 20 7.20
25.b83 3.J38 - 8.9b 8.96
28.870 - - 0.950 11.4U 9.20
28.916 3.282 - 11.60 9.10
32.104 2.977 - 12.6C 7.90
34,.214 - - 0.430 13.20 8.40
35.336 2.b13 - 12.60 9.00
38.47' 2. 20 - 11.04 7.50
39.512 - + 0.207 10.48 7.30
41.157 1.740 - 9.80 10.00
44.900 1.185 + 1.123 8.80 8.0@
48.400 - - 10.60 1L.bO
51 900 - 11.40 11.40
53. 30 -- 11.A4 11.04
58. l0) - 11.32 11.32
59.5)0 - 11.10 11.i0
63. 5)0- - 8.90 8.90
66.200 - 7.60 7.bo

Pressure Transducer En, Support Rinit

0.940 0.383 - - -
2.800 2.768 -

34.687 - - 117.7)0 17.750
VaIrcity Probes

*No.l&5 - 45.1 -
No.2&46 33.840 - 42.6
go.3&7 - 35.3 -
No. 4&-8-26,_..... -

GtCMMY OF )UCIS USED IN DWCVWASH
TIST RIC.
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The digital readout system had a sampling frequency

of 50 samples per second. This places a limitation on the

frequencies that may be read in the output theoretically to

below 25 cps and practically speaking to below probably 10 or

12 cp6, irrespective of the frequency response of the transducers

used, Reference 7. In fact, as discussed in Reference 7.

wnenever a sampling system is used, filtering of the transducer

outputs should be puch that their response is compatible with

the limitations of the sampling system, otherwise a phenomenon

known as aliasing will occur. Sufficient filtering was not dorin

in these experiments. Since this limitation is perhaps not gen-

erally recognized in using samping systems it is considored of

interest to point out how this fact presents itself in the

dat&. The corner frequency of the pressure transducers is

3500 cps. A significant 3 per revolution component will be

present in the duct lip pressure readiigs due to the passage

of the blades by the transducers. This 3 per revolution component

beats with the sampling frequency, or some multiple of the

sampling frequency, twice in this case, with the resulting

spurious frequency components as shown in Figure 27.

The response characteristIcs of the othe- transducers

used in this experiment were reasonably compatible with this

limitation and so are essentially free of aliasing.

To obtain the varidtion of the duct thrust with

time, consideration must be given to the natural frequency

T I I 4
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100 2- f 3r f a215V 3(28.3) 15 rps

=50 . . . .. ...-.....

50
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a) 14re~p...er Sp~ee& 1700 RPM (28.3 cps)

",4

15 1.U------- - T- r ~~~

50

0 0.2 0.4 0.6

Time (Seconds)
b) Propeller Speed 1666 RPM (27.8 cps)

FIGURE 27: PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS.
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Aisn of 3Propeller Bladed "o66 Revolutionp

Pressure Fluctuations With Samplinl[ Frequency.
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150

W4 100 3n-fe -fa
I 3(17.6) - (50) -2.8 rps

50-- -

0 0.2 0,4 0.6

Time (Secondis)
c) Propeller Speed 1054 RPM (1'.6 cps)

150 .... -

� 100 fa - 3n -fa
e. 50 - 3(10.8) =17.6 rps

S 50
"--I _l

a. 0.2 0.4 0.6

Tim (Seconds)l

d) Propeller Speed 646 RPM (10.8 cps) I
FIGURE 27: PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS.

Aliasing of 3 Propeller Blades per Revol':tion
Pressure Fluctuations With Sam polug Frequency.
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of the duct cmn the load cells, as well as the possible

influence of any structural dynamics associated with the

mechanical mounting of the duct that may influence the load

cell readings.

The duct load cells have a static deflection of

.00042 inches at a load of 5000 pound.. Two load cells are

used on each duct, anJ the mass of the duct is approximately

50 slugs, so the natfural frequency of vertical motion of the

duct on the load cells is approximately 110 cps.

The duct mot•nting produces two predominate frequencies,

one a torsional oscillation of the duct at about 2 cps due

to the flexibility of the duct tilting mechanism which may

be observed in the movies accompanying these experiments and

a pred6minate frequency of 7-9 cps (depending upon the duct)

which is due to the deflection of the crane as a cantilever,

arising from elongation of the cables supporting the boom of

the crane. The torsional oscillation did not appear to be

present in the load cell readings. The cantilever frequency

of the support crane was clearly evident in :he previous data

on this phenomenon shown in Figuro 28 where the period of

the vibration is indicated as 0.13 seconds. The frequency was

confirmed by striking the duct and determining the resulting

load cell output when the propeller was not turning. The

amplification of this structural frequency by the recirculating

S ilo
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flow particularly in the tandem configuration is seen in the

thrust curves and will be discussed in detail later. The

amplitude of this frequency shown in Figure 29 is considerably

higher than shown in Figure 28, due to the incrAdsed bandwidth

of the recording equipment used in this current series of tests.

The galvanometers used in the .recordings shown in Figure 28

had a time constant of about 0.1 second resulting in a consider-

able attenuation of this structural frequency of 8 cps.

The significance of the presence of this structural

frequency is that the load cell readings will not be indicative

of the variations in duct thrust, but instead indicate a

displacement amplification due to frequency components in the

disturbance forcing the system near resonance. Estimates of

the actual motion of the duct when this frequency predominates

indicates that these structural motions would have a negligible

effect on the duct aerodynamics. That is, consider the simple

example of measuiing a sinusoidally varying force applied to a

mass mounted on a %pring by measuring the displacement of the

mass. The amplitude of the displacement of tha mass will only

be proportional to the amplitude of the force when the frequency

of the disturbing force is considerably less than the natural

frequency of the mass on the spring.

The dynamic system involved in these tests may be

visualized in a highly simplified way as a mass (the duct-

propeller system) mounted on two springs in series. One spring,

1.37 , ,, ,I
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Propeller Speed 90% RPM

e9160 {slt
S~Isolatpd

140
P4

9 120 ,_,
0 0.4' 0.8

Tiz ($eoonds)

a) Test Number 201

•180 I Propeller Speed 957. RPM

g z160o -
* I

Isolated

S120 ,

6 0.4 0*8
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FIGURE 29: TYPICAL TIME HISTORY OF LOAD CELL READINGS
SHOWING STRUCTURAL EXCITATION.
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very stiff, would represent the load cells, and the second

spring, worc flexible, representing the flexibility of the

crane. When there are frequency components in the disturbances

near the natural frequency of the system, determined primarily

by the crane flexibility, the motion of the duct will be

ampilified and this will be reflected in an amplification of

the load cell readings. Thus it would appear that in the

following we can not interpret the high frequency fluctuations

as actual fluctuations in the thrust, but rather as an ampli-

fication of the structural deflections due to forcing of the

system near a structural resonance. This particular aspect

of the data will be discussed in more detail later in the

results of the aerodynamic tests.

B. Engine Ingestion and Inlet Protection Instrumentation

The same sensors were used in the Engine Ingestion

and Inlet Protection studies as in the aerodynamic tests.

There were however, static and dynamic pressures taken at the

simulated engine inlets with banks of manometers.

The data except for the manometer readings were

recorded on Qscillographs.
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V TEST PROCEDURES

A. Engine Ingestion Test Procedure

The i-ilet ingestion engine was started. The %auct

engines were then started in the horizontal position as required

by their design. Ths inlet ingestion engine was brought to

the desired airflow conditions. The ducts were rotated to the

vertical position, the oucillograph iaes turned on and the duct

engines brought to their required power setting,. The test was

run for a fraction of a minute and then the duct engines were

throttled back, &nd the ducts rotatad back t!o the horizontal

position. The inlet engine was run at full thrctle for a short

time to blow the terrain partic!es out of the manifold pipes

connecting tht inlets with the particle collector. The oscillo-

graph was then shut off followed by engine shut down.

8. Inlet Protection Test Procedure

The ilet protection procedure was essentially the

same as during the engine ingestion tests.

C. Aerodynamle Test Procedure

After the turboprop engjine was started and tur-ed for

the duct axis to beccme vertical, the turboprop engine speed

was brought up to 501% of full opeed.

The speed was held constant and the punch was allowed

tc punch the data fOr approximately 15 second* which copleted

the 50% run.
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Sivl0zriy, the speed was brought to 60% - 70% - 80% -

90% &nd 1W,4% of full tutboprop engine power. When HAnilt•n

Sandard was looking for specific propeller stress patturns,

ot'her zpe&eds vire ýv to~ suit their requiremots.

Later tao.e were run with a procedura of locking

the digital recording system on the aft and forward dict

thrn.2t channels prior to the above procedure. In thic manna,

extended thrust readings over several second# of operation

were r•e:orded.

1-.. [.-___.______________"_________

I. @
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VI TEST RESULTS

A. Enjne naearlon and Inlet Lrotection Test Results

The results presented in this report are all quantitative

Prior downwash programs, References 1 and 2, have been mostly

quelitative judgments of the severity of problems and summaries

of experience. However, the pzoblem is now sufficiently defined

end adequate test equipment is now available to provide quanti-

tative resmlts. Sam minor exceptions to this conclusion have

been discussed previously.

1. Comparison with Prior Test Series

Tho most Aignificant quantitative data available from

Reference 2 is tne rate of sand transportation to the sensitive

areas of the airframe above the fu3elage. This rate is a function

of tha average propeller disc loading. To reduce this rate of

sand transportation for the variation in test time, the total

amount of sand collected on the top of the half-fuselage was

divided by the time of test. This procedure follows Reference 2

and the faired curve through the data obtained in this prior

program is shown with the present data in Figure 30. It is

apparent that while the data shows considerable scatter, the

curve from Reference 2 is fairly representative. If curves are

faired through the extremes of the data obtained in runs with

no protective d~vices, sand collection rates of 1 to 4.5 pounds

per minute can be expeuted at a disc loading of 30 psf.

The stone test data of Figure 30 are surprisingly con-

sistent ,ith all four test points in the region of 4 pounds per
i1-I 7 , ,
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minute. The point which was obtained over 1/2 inch stone

is the highest disc loading point. These data bhow that there

is no significant influence of particle size on the amount of

terrain which was transported to this sensitive area for either

the sand or the two sizes of crushed stone tested.

The influence of the inlet protection devices on the

terrain in~ested by the engine inlets is shown in Figure 32.

These devices cause a significant blockage in the upflow region

which apparently causes more particles to be transported to the

region above the fuselage. This effect was also reported in

Reference 2, where an increase in the flow up around the aft

end of the fuselage was noted when the upflow region between

the ducts was blocked.

In general, these data are in accord with prior results

and indicate the sizeable amount of terrain which can be trans-

ported to the top surface of the fuselage and ingested. It can

also be concluded from these data that engine or other inlets

located in this region should be protected. Also, an increase

in the terrain transported to these areas can be expected if

the upflow is only partially restricted as with a screen.

2. nagine Inlet Itaeat ion Over Sand and Stone

The aft and forward propeller duct disc loadings

and inlet airflows for each test are given in Table 4. The

'-'-.7

, 1, .
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Test No. 'Disc Loading, paf Air Mass Flow, lb./sec. Air Mass

Flow Avg•'.L. Ib/sec.
.. AFT W AV7. Inboard Outboard

155 20 20 4.47 6.78 6.82 6.80

156 26 31 5.34 7.64 7.59 7.62

157 30 34 5.66 8.31 8.24 8.28

158 26 28 5.20 7;59 7.70 7.65

159 32 39 5.96 7.70 7.94 7.82

160 32 39 5.95 8.72 8.72 8.72

161 - 30 5.48 -

162 41 48 6.65 8.88 9.04 8.96

163 43 53 6.93 6.51 6.67 6.59

164 41 48 6.67 8.64 8.02 8.33

165 41 50 6.75 7.59 7.99 7.79

166 27 30 5.34 6.19 6.35 6.27

167 25 39 5.65 7.35 7.35 7,35

168 41 48 6.67 8.26 8.38 8.32

169 42 48 6.70 8.16 /.34 7.85

170 30 35 5.70 6.38 6.83 6.61

171 34 41 6.12 7.22 7.07 7.15

"172 40 50 6.74 7.26 7.25 7.26

39 47 6.56 7.18 7.55 7.36

TABLE 4. DUCTED PROPKLLER DISC LOADINGS AND
INGESTION AIR MASS FLOW DATA

4 w S7
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airflow versus the square root of the disc loading are the -
shown plotted in Figure 31. Referrin, to Figure 31, it can

be noted in general that there are two typas of data. These

types are data from tests with duct protmction and data from

tests without duct protection. As noted on pages 4 and 25,

the duct protection devices caused reducec engine performwnce,

and were therefore removed.

3. Engine Inlet Protection Devices Over Sand and Stone.

While the teeed environment is probably the most

severe which can be expected to be encountered with this

type of aircraft, the basic data on ingestion point out the

need for inlet protection. These data are listed it) Table 5

and are plotted in nondimensional form in Figure 32. The

plotted data are presented as the ratio of the weight of

ingested sand to the weight of ingested air. To obtain this

ratio the total sand ingestion data from Table 5 was averaged

between tha two inlets and divided by the test duration to

obtain the average rate of sand ingestion. The sand to air

weight ratio was then obtained by dividing the rate of sand

ingestion by the rate of air iagestion obtained from Table 4.

The sand ingestion data show a fairly consistent relation with

the average propeller disc loading. It is reasonable to assume

that ingestion rates larger than the 0.004 pounds of sand

per pound of air measured at 45 psf can be expected at higher

disc loadings.
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aj. Tests Over Sand Terrain

Disc Sand (Grams)
Test Loading Inboard Nacelle Outboard Nacelle

(Average)

paf *J-69 Eng.Side Inlet Side *J-69 Eng.-Sk Inlet Side

155 20 8.1 138.4 12.1 147.0

156 28.-5 9.3 166.3 15.1 178.0

157 32 12.8 196.0 20.3 207.2

158 27 8.0 185.1 29.3 207.0

159 35.5 53.6 1,663.3 78.1 1,321.0

160 35.5 16.4 186.5 30.0 255.0

161 30

162 48 25.0 278.0 44.0 350.0

163 48 40.0 1,340.0 55.0 978.0

164 44.5 15.0 265.0 19.0 148.0

165 45.5 26.5 887.0 22.0 288.0

166 28.5 20.0 267.0 17.0 225.0

167 32 24.0 180.0 22.0 235.0

168 44.5 25.0 137.0 40.0 125.0

L 169 45 21.0 193.0 26.0 161.1

b). Tests Over Sand Mixed With Crushed Stone

Test Disc Sand and Stone (Grams)
Loading Inboard Nacelle Outboard Nacelle
(Average)
- psf *J-69 Eng.Side Inlet Side *J-69 EngSide Inlet Side

K..[170 32.5 11.0 112.4 22.0 60.3

171 37.5 8.3 55.5 5.5 63.4

j1.72 45 3.8 153.8 6.0 120.1

173 43 5.0 137.2 5.0 88.0

*Smaller Size Particles Collect on the J-69 Engine Side
of the Particle Separator Screen as Shown in Figure 5.

TABLE 5. WEIGHI OF SAND AND STONE COLLECTED IN SIMUATED11 ENGIIU INLET PARTICLE SEPARATOR,
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a). Tests Over Sand Terrain

Test Test Duration Terrain Air Ingestion Ratio
No. Sec. Inlestod Ineanted Weight of Terrain

Lb'Sec. Lb/Sec. Per Weight of Air

155 24 6.37 6.80 .0021

156 23 8.02 7.62 .0023

157 -33 6.61 8.28 .0018

158 31. 6.93 7.65 .0020

159 '44 35.41 7.82 .0097

160 46 5.30 8.72 .0013

161 44 -- -

162 32 10.89 8.96 .0027

163 45 26.81 6.59 .0090

164 44 5.08 8.33 .0013

165 42 14.57 7.79 .0041

166 41 6.45 6.27 .0023

167 43 5.36 7.35 .0016

168 41 3.99 8.32 .0011

169 41 4.89 7.85 .0014

b). Tests Over Sand Mixed With Crushed Stone

Test Teft Duration Terrain Air Ing stion Ratio
No. See. Ingested Ingested Weight of Terrain

LbISec. Lb/Sec Per Weight of Air

170 64 1.53 6.61 .0005

171 42 1.58 7.15 .0005

172 31 4.58 7.26 .0014

173 33 3.56 7.37 .0011

TABUE 5. WE IGlHT OF SAND AND STONE COLLEDTED IN SIMULATED
ENIWE INL2T PARTICLE SEPARATOR. (Continiued)
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Similar stone izgeation data are also shown in

Figure 32 and again wich less scatter than with sand is shown.

Th* rate of ingestion of stone is less than the sand ingestion

rate, and, as will be discussed, the pa:.ticles ingested

are significantly larger when operating over stone covered

terrain.

Typical sieve analysis data on the sand ingested by

the simlated engine inlets are shown in Figure 33. The data

presented are the average between the ingestion of the inboard

and outboard i -eta. It should be noted that there is little

scatter in these data. A couparison with a random sand sample

shows that the ingested sand is significantly finer. However,

this is coarse sand as judged by engine ingestion standards

with abomt 95 percent of the particles being larger than

200 microns and about 10 percent being larger than 1000 microns.

It is of particular interest to compare these ingestion

rates and particle sizes to an engine test to evaluate ingestion

capability. In Reference 8, a T-53 engine was tested and was

fouad to suffer a minima• loss of performance; however, the

rate and size of ingestion were both an order of megnitude less

than the data obtained In this program. It is doubtful that

turbine engines can be developed to tolerate this severe ingestion
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and therefore inlet protection devices are required.

4. Effe'ctiveness f Inlet Protection Devices

The data evaluating the inlet protection devices

are shown together with the engine ingestion data without

inlet protection in Figure 34. The three defle-tors, the

blocked half screen and the long and short chord deflectors,

each provide about the same level of protection. A reduction

of ingestion is shown by the data of Figure 34 for any of

these devices at most disc loadings. It should be noted that

the ingestion rate wav not decreased sufficiently that engine

damage would not occur.

The bohavior of the full screen in quite different

than any of the other devices tested and is shown separately

in Figure 34. The amount of sand ingested with the screen

is approximately an order of magnitude higher than with any

other proteccion device. At first this paradox seems improbable,

the inlets were fully screened but the amount of sand ingested

increased. However, two similar independent points were

obtained on different test days under somewhat different

test conditions lending credulence to these data. Also, it

? I.','

- -- r - ~ L --1- 4w
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can be noted in the test films that the screetns act as a

porous blockage to the upflow. In this manner the screens

stop the vertical passage of the particles and hold them

long enough for the inlet flow to ingest the particles into

the inlet. The screens do not deflect the airflow but they

do stop and trap the particles. From this it is concluded

that screens should not be used where they can block the

flow as on the X-22 configluration. In fact, the use of

ecreens in conjunction with a well protected suction device

should be considered to stop particles and clear an area.

The influence of the inlet protection devices on

the size of particles ingested is shown in Figure 34. It

may be noted that the deflectors cause a small but fairly

consistent shift toward finer particles. The full screen I
data show a significant shift toward more coarse particles.

In general, it is shown that the effect of these devices on I
the size of the ingested particles is small.

5. Effect of Terrain Particle Size on Engine I
Ingest ion I
The relationship between the accumulation of large

particles to total accumulation is of importance in that damage I
to engines and other high speed rotating components increases

I
I

T.1 .l8? ________________________________________________
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greatly with ingested particle size. Most turbine engines

can ingest large quantities of fine particles without suffering

undue power loss; however, ingestion of a single stone, bolt,

or other simlar foreign object can cause catastrophic failure'

of the enigine. For this reason, the data on the larger particles

is eWmphasized.

It is of interest to analyze the present data in an

effort to relate this testing to the general problem of inges-

tion. The sieve analysis data indicates that only a ,,ery small

amount of the larger particles were ingested; however there was

only a small proportion of these particles available. To consider

the effect of particle size the largest standard available siave

of 4625 micron (0.185 inch) opening was used as a st-idard.

Particles which would not go through this sieve were defined as

large particles. A summary of data on large particle ingestion

by the simulated engine inlets is plotted as Figure 35. These

data are for the inboard or outboard inlet as noted, not an

average as used previously. It is shown in this figure that

there is very little large particle ingestion for the tests over

sand. In most of the tests over sand there were no large particles

collected and these data and the larger sand ingestion rate data

are not reflected in Figure 35. It is admittedly realized that

the large particle data presented in Figure 35 is based upon very

few test points. Subsequent tests,however, of a similar nature

have borne out the main aspects of the curves presented in

Figure 35. However, even with ingestion rates as great as

1 Tl3
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0.8 pounds per minute, the greatest rate of ingestion of

large particles was less than 0,01 pounds per minute with

sand terrain.

Referring to Figure 35 It is realized that when

operating over crushed stone covered terrain at least 5 percent

of the terrain ingested is larg& particles. The inboard inlet

is shown to have ingested more particles than the outboard which

is typical and elso thtIn board inlet ingested significantly

larger particles. ThL. effect is probably due to the proximity

of the fuselage.

It ts significant to note in Figure 35 that there is

slightly lesi ingestion of large particles when the terrain was

changed from the V/8 inch grade stone to the 1/2 inch grade.

While it can be argued that this small reduction in ingestion is

less than the scatter of the data, this effect is believed to be

of sufficient significance to form the following hypothesis.

Sumarizing, the data for this hypothesis are that there was an

order of magnitude change which resulted when the terrain was

changed from the 700 microns sand to the 9000 microns (about

3/8 inch) stone but only a small decrease occurred when the

terrain was changed to 12,500 micron (about 1/2 inch) particles.

It is doubtful that the maxim=m rate of large particle ingestion

occurs between 9,000 and 12,000 microns and also it is unlikely

that a sharp peak occurs at particle sizes less than 9000 microns.

Thus, it is believed the following sketched relation holds:

57!
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Ingest ion
Rate of
Large
Particles

II I

700 9000 12000

Average Terrain Particle Size

It is thus concluded that there may be a terrain particle

size smaller than that tested (3/8 stone) which gives significantly

more ingestion of large particles. However, since damage

increases with particle size, the damage which was experienced

with thA crushed stone tested is probably nearly the worst

damage which can occur.
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6. Large Size Particles Collected on Airframe

A plot of the data on accumulation of large particles

of terrain (greater than 4625 microns) on the fuselage is

presented in Figurt 36. This plot relating large particles to

total quantity qualifies the data on total accumlation shown in

Figure 30. The accumulation of large particles is of particular

intereiit in the stone runs where they constitute approximately 10

percent by weight in a total accumulation of 3 pounds per minute.

For the sand runs of the same total accumulation of 3 pounds per

minute the corresponding fraction of large particles is about

one-half of one percent. £his relation remains approximately

linear up to six pounds per minute accumulation with sand.

7. Ducted Propeller Ingestion

The sand and stone ingestion data for the forward and

aft propellers are plotted in Figures 37 and 38 respectively.

These data were obtained from the terrain collected in the particle

traps located inside the propeller ducts, seen in Figure 6. The

scale used for convenience in these figures 37 and 38 is pounds

per million cubic feet of air. In examining these curves we note

the considerable scatter of data which is to be expected when

dealing with such complex phenomena as a high velocity flow of

air-sand mixture. The scatter of data is appreciably less

for the stone ingestion than the sand. The stone particles,

r-.i|s
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because of their greater relative inertia do not respond to

the aerodynamic forces to the same extent as the sand particles

and therefore the concentration of the stone and the scatter of

the data is appreciably less than that of the sand.

A comparison of the forward and aft duct ingestion shows

that the concentrstion is considerably higher (approximately two

to one) in the forward duct. This apparently results since the

flow field was not symmetrical and the lateral streamline illus-

trated in Figure 39 shows a curvature towards the forward propeller.

The sand concentration, taking into account the scatter of data,

is if the same order of magnitude as that reported for a desert

sand storm in Reference 9. A qualitative and a very striking

corroboration of this result was obtained in the motion pictures

of this testing.,

It is also of interest to rselize the extent of the

damage to the propeller and du...t as shown in Figlres 40 and 41

respectively, which were results tke &amr as experienced in

previouE downwash programs.

8 Other Data

There are Lhree other tables of data which have been

used as guides for the analyais performed on data discussed so

far. These data are presen'ed in Tables 6, 7, and 8 which include

the distribution of ingested airflow, the tempertture of the

ingested air and the propeller duct static pressures, respectively.

Table 9 gives the symbols used on many data plots ac

noted on the fields of the graphs.
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a) View from below shows that most damage
occurs near propeller plane
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FIGURE 41: CUMULATIVE DAMAGE TO PROPELLER DUCT
FROM SAND AND STONE TESTS
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OUTBOARD INBOARD

60 46 FUSELAGE

.5s2

181ýý180

Specific Gravity of Fluid - 0.845

INBOARD (Inches) OUTBOARD (Inches)

Test I Average r- ariation Average NVariation
No. Manometer Man ometer - I

Height 1 2 3 Height 4 5 6

155 7.89 -1.41 0.89 0.52 8.04 0.22 -0.61 0.41

156 10.040 -1.21 0.92 0.29 10.26 0.23 -0.77 0.54

157 11.97 -2.02 1.14 0.60 11.54 0.16 -0.69 0.48

158 9.98 -1.16 0.92 0.23 10.25 0.25 -0.75 0.50

159 10.27 -2.23 1.77 0.46 11.00 0.50 0.25 -0.75

160 13.17 -2.04 0.95 -0.70 13.13 0.23 -0.99 -1.59

161 13.13 -1.74 1.13 1-1.35 13.44 0.79 -1.14 -1.00

*Azimuthal variation of 4ifference between average static pressure'
and local static pressure for stations showm in above illustration.
(Negative sign indicates static (gage) pressure is less than the

average).

TABLE 6: STATIC PRESSUR! DISTRIBUTION IN SIMULATED ENGXIN INLETS
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1 2 3
4

- Pro-* 1 ler
Plane

Location of Stations Location of Duct

of Fres4ure Tape at Aimth of Readings
Section A - A

Static Pressure, pef

Station With Protection

(Teepees) No Protection

Test No. 161 Test No. 162

1 a48 .

2 -48 -71

3 -48 -61

4 j - -38

5 -46 -37

6 -46 Mo.

7 -31

8 -0-0

Aft Duct
Disc Loading
T/As, pof 30 54

IS
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No Duet ]hr~tLon Wi• Duct 1rotectich (Teepees)

0 go Islet ?rotect~eg Sdind So Inlet Protection, Sand

Ralf screaeu SUnd A Half Screen, Sand

o Full lremn, Send 8 Full Screen, Sand

S.Loag Chord Deflector, Sand d Long Chord Deflector, Sand

t• lbort Chord Deflector, Sand" Short Chord Deflector, Sand

0 go Inlet Prossotioa, Stone * no Inlet Protection, Stane

TALIA 9. SYMBOLS UM IM DATA PLCZS IML9rS DUIND ON

TIM FUL• Q Til OWAPH.
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B. Aerodynamic Test Results

1. Thrust and Torque Characteristics

First we consider the average performanc:e character-

istics and how they were influenced by the various parameters

in the problem. Isolated duct tests were made at three propeller

blade pitch angles, 19 degrees, 22.5 degrees and 26 degrees. At

26 degree blade angle, tests were made at one and one-and-a-half

duct diameters above ground as indicated in Table 10, at 22.5

degree blade angle at one-and-one-half diameters, and 19 degree

at one-and-one-half diameters 4ith the propeller shaft axis

horizon.al and vertical. The tandem duct tests were conducted

at the identical propeller blade pitch angles used for the isolated

propeller tests. Tests were conducted in the tandem duct config,

uration at heights of one-and-one-and-one-half diameters, and

three other tandem duct geometric arrangements were investigated

at a height of one diameter as indicated in Table 10. The thrust

characteristics and the performance of the ducts based on the

average values of thrust coefficient and power coefficient are

shown in Figures 42 and 43. In Figure 43 thrust coefficient vs.

blade angle is shown, and thrust coefficient vs. power coefficient

is shown in Figure 42. No noticeable ground effect appears to

be present in the 26 degree case or as a result of the difference

in orientation of the 19 degree blade angle case. Appreciable

effects of the presence of the ground are probably not preseut

until th* duct is considerably closer than one diameter. This

is also shown to be the case by comparison of the tandem operation

in runs 212 and 213 (blade angle 19 degrees, duct exit heights

1:7
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ISOIATED PROPELLER DUCT

TEST NO. *PITCH ANGLE DUCT ANGLE y/d Remarks

199 19" Horizontal 1.5

200 190 Vertical 1.5

201 22.5" Vertical 1.5

202 260 Vertical 1.5

203 26' Vertical 1.5

204 2b Vertical 1.0

TANDEM PROPELLER DUCTS

211 26* Vertical 1.5 2.375
Short

212 19" Vertical 1.5 2.375 thrust
run and

213 190 Vertical 1.0 2.375 ducts
staggered

214 22.5' Vertical 1.0 2.375 46 inches

215 26' Vertical 1.0 2.375

217 26" Vertical 1.0 2.0

218 22.5* Vertical 1.0 2.0 Lon,
thrust

219 19' Vertical 1.0 2.0 runs an,.
ducts

220 19' Vertical 1.0 3.0 staggereo
4b inches

221 '22.5' Vertical 1.0 3.0

222 26* Vertical 1.0 3.0

223 26' Vertical 1.0 3.0 Long
thrust

224 22.5' Vertical 1.0 3.0 runs and
ducts

225 19' Vertical 1.0 3.0 ii-line

*Note: Pitch angle measured at 7/8 Radius

TABLE 10. AERODYNAMIC INTERFLRENCE TESTS
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.05 "0 Fwd. Engine
--- I Aft Engine

S/0

"04A .04 1 °.

Note:
$t• Table 10 ForSTest D*.,cript~ions

.03 . . .

1 L20 24 28

Propeller Blad* Ang.e A (Dosr.e.)
a) Isolated Ozct Teots 201, 202, 203 =204'

.06 . 7

Isolated

.05 -

/IAft.

04 K

16 20 24 28

Prepller Blada Angle 4 (Dejr:eg)
b) Tadems Duct Tests 211, 2,2 213, 214 & 215

hid - 1.5 and 1.0, vyd ! 2.375. Ducts staggered 46 inches.

FIGUUZ 43: THRUST COLFPICI'1 VIRSUS PROPILLR ILADE .NGLI
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Isolated /

U .05 -/ . .. 0 Fwd. Engine

a I S Aft ngine

S .0 4 -- -.. ... . . .
Note:

S*Sea Tabli 1D For
I Test Descriptions

.03 -•

.021 ___,,,,_____ __,_,

16 20 24 28
Propeller Blade A-61e - (Degrees)

C) Tarndem. Duct Te3t& 217, 218 & 219 h/d - 1.0, y/d - 2.0
Ducts staggered 46 inches.

.06~ -T

Isolated '

dJ/
/

I / Aft. 7x
.4
•I / x

I4 Fwd.

.03

.021
16, 20 24 28

Propeller t'lade Angle , (Degrees)
d) Tandem Duct Teats 220 & 222 h/d = 1.0, y/d = 3.0

Ducts staggered 46 inches.

FIGURE 43: THRUST COEFFICIENT VERSUS PROPELL•E BLADE ANGLE
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Iso late• r

• .05 __ -I/_ O ' Fd. Engine

/ Aft. , * Aft Enginc
0

'Fwd,

.04 -_- Note:

See Table 10 For
Tesý Descriptions

.. 03

16 20 24 28
Propiller Blade Angla .4& (Degrees)

e) Tandem Duct Tests 223, 224 & 225 h/d - 1.0, y/d - 3.0
Ducts in line.

FIGURE 43: THRUST COIFFICIENT VERSUS PROPELLER BLADE ANGLE
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1.5 and 1.0 respectively) with runs 21.1 and 215 (blade angle

26 degrees, duct exit heights 1.5 and 1.0 respectively) as

shown in Figure 42. The isolated duct performance characteristics

are shown for comparison purposes with all the tandem tests

in Figure 42. The major effect is a considerable change in

thrust coefficient at the same blade angle due to the presence

of recirculation causing an average inflow velocity at the duct

as discussed on pages 54 and 55. Figure 43 ther. presents the

change in duct performance due to operation in a tandem config-

uration. The general effect to be noted here is the loss in

thrust coefficient at the same blade angle in all the tandem

cases as compared to the isolated duct performance without a

corresponding reduction in power coefficient indicating that the

figure of merit of the duct is reduced due to the presence of

recirculation.

The effect of the longitudinal spacing of the ducts is

probably as follows. The recirculation is proportional to the

m•an flow associated with the upflow between the ducts as shown

in Figure 21. When the ducts are very close together (say one-

half a diameter or less) this mass flow would be small, as

it would be when the ducts are separated by a great distance.

,0491
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Therefore, there is some spacing at which the recirculation

effect is a maximmu. From the data presented here, it appears

that the maximum recirculation effect for this spacing is

approximately three diameters.

it may be noted that the general performance lhvel

of the duct is low. It appears from the pressure measurements

discussed later that the duct lip is producing considerably

less than iLa theoretical maximum thrust. In addition, the

condition of the surface of the propeller blades, due to previous

'downwash tests with resulting impingement, is not particularly

good. This coupled with possible downloads developed by the

engine located in the duct, and by pressure distributions on

the engine housing, and the fact that the propeller used in

these experiments was not designed for ducted prepeller operation

results in a static efficiency (figure of merit) of about

50 percent,

One additional piece of performance information is

of interest and that is the fact that the aft duct generally

exhibited a slightly higher thrust than the forward duct at

the same propeller blade angle and RPM. The magnitude of this

effect is shown in Figure 43. This would indicate that the

aft duct, on the average, experiences less recirculation than

the forward duct, This seems reasonable from the configuration

r.67
T,.' .5

IU4 II
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where the lateral streamline would be somewhat closer to the

forward duct as shown in Figure 39. In addition the shape of

the aft end of the fuselage may help to cause some of the wake

to leave the area. While this appears somewhat in conflict

with Reference 2, whwre more damage to the rear propeller as a

result of recirculation of sand was reported, the general

indications from the movies are that there is a greater flow

recirculation into the forward duct than Ainto the aft duct.

A typical exit velocity distribution is shown in

Figure 44. In order to obtain some idea of the angle of attack

distribution we assume, to the first order, that the velocitier

measured at this location are the same as at the propeller,

giving the angle of attack distribution shown in Figure 45.

The inboard sectiou of the propeller is operating at nearly

constant angle of attack. There is a reduction in angle of

attack near the tip. Less twist at the tips would result in

an improved angle of attack distribution, c€s discussed for

example, in Reference 10. This effect is probably due to the

radial inflow distribution at the duct inlet caused by the

presence of the duct as shown also in the above Reference 10.

2. Thrust Variation

The digital readout system reads each channel in

series for one half second at a time. In tests 199-204 and

211-216, these one half second thrust readings are the only

V.-!
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runs that were made. However, in tests 199-204 the length of

each thrust run was long enough such that three one-half second

intervals were present, separated by about 3 seconds, that could

be used as a measure of the thrust fluctuation in the isclated

case. In order to investigate the long term thrust varitions

in the series of tests 217 through 225, data were also taken

reading only thrust for a periLod of about six seconds on each

duct. These runs were then averaged over half second intervals

to give the low frequency thrust variations. Typical runs of

these half second averages are shown in Figure 46 and actual

time histories of each point 20 milliseconds apart are shown

in Figure 29. Again, recall that the high amplitude at about

7-8 cps is a resonance of the structure and does not actually

represent the variation in thrust. The fact that the thrust

is not fluctuating this greatly was verified by the fact that

the exit velocity measurements remain relatively constant.

This correspondence was evaluated only at very low thrust

levels. At high thrust levels, the sensitivity of the velocity

probes is not adequate to read the thrust variation indicated by

the load calls. Recall also, that the dynamics of the recording

system used in the tests reported in Reference 2, resuited

in a considerable attenuation of this resonant frequency.

Table 11 presents the maximm variation of the one-

half second averages over the six second interval. There does

not appear to be any particular trend with geometry. In fact

the only trend evident is a slight increase in the percentage
V.1.57
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Propeller Speed
100l RPM

3000 Tv - 4.67. Thrust

Variation

0 2500

2000
2 4 6

Time (Seconds)
a) Test Number 218 Fwd Duct

(Propeller Pitch Angle * 22j')

Pro eller Speed! I100% RN

3000 . . . . . . .. . . . .
Tv - 8.4% Thrust

Variation

TIN
0 2500

2 4 6
Time (Seconds)

b) Test Number 218 Aft Duct
(Propeller Pitch Angle * 224*)

FIGURE 46: TYPICAL THRUST VARIATIONS WITH TIME.
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Prop.ller Speed
100% RPM

2500 Tv -5% Thrust

STV Variation

2000

1300 I, .
2 4 6

Time (Seconds)

a) Test Number 219 lwd Duct
(Propeller Pitch Angle * 19*)

Propeller Speed
100% RPM

2500 Tv - 5.5% Thrust
•TV Variation

2000 . . .

1500 2 4 6

Time (Seconds)

d) Test Number 219 Aft Duct
(Propeller Pitch Aangle * 190)

FIGU13 46: TYPICAL THRUST VARIATIONS WITH 'IDE.
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Propeller Speed
90% ?M

2500 -

Tv - 10.4 % Thrust
Variation

TV

v. 2000 4 •
4'i

1500 J__________

2 4 6

Time (Seconds)

e) Test Nxamber 223 Fwd Duct
(Propeller Pitch Angle 269)

'! .1-opeller Speed

2500 .-.
S Tv Tv - 6.7% Thrust

. . .Variation

2000 -- . T

1500
4 6

Time (Seconds)

f) Test N lar 223 Aft Duct
(Propeller Pitchi Angle * 26')

FIGURE 46: TYPICAL THRUST VARIATIONS WXH TIME.
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ProeeIlez ,100 RPM

3000 I
Tv = 6.9% Thtri:1-
Variation

TV
2500

2000 ,NM ..
2 4 6

Tim (Seconds)

g) Teat Number 223 Fwd Duct
(Propeller Pitch Angle * 26*)

7Pro eller Speed
100 .Rym

23000 Tv -7.7% ThrustI TV Variatiurn

2000

Time (Second3)

h) Teat Number 223 Aft Duct
(Propeller Pitch Argle * 26")
*Measured at 7/8 Radius

F7UR, 46: TYPICAL THRUST VARIATIONS WITH TIME.
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thrust variatin with blade angle. The level appears to be

essentially independent of thrust (RPM) and is the order of

100 pounds at a propeller blade angle of 19 degrees, rising in

some cases to 200 pounds s.. -, blade angle of 26 degrees. At

average thrust levels of 2000-2400 pounds, this fluctuation

in thrust is of a similar order to the difference in thrus;

meastred in some cases between the forward and aft ducts.

The variation in thrust did not appear to contain any predominate

frequency, but appeared quite random as indicated by the sample

traz=• shown in Figure 46. From Table 11, it can be seen that

in all tandem experiments, the thrust variations were considerably

larger than the isolated experiments in which the thrust fluctu-

ation did not exceed 2 percunt. The thrust fluctuaticns in the

tandem experiments varied mostly between 5 percent and 10 perc.nt.

In the case of the higher frequency fluctuations,

that is, the structural frequency of the duct crane system,

again there was no trend apparent with variation in the geometry

of'the tandem configuration. H-wever, in all cases the &Wli-

fication of this frequency was considerably higher in the zandem

configumations than in the isolat.ed cases as shown in Figure 29.

The only cases in which the load cell fluctuaticis were apprec-

iable in the isolated case were those in which the propeller RPM

was near 600, that is, close to the natural frequency of

the system.

From the type oi tests conducted here it is difficult

to obtain any further insight into the precise source of the
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ISOLATED PROPELLER DUCT TEST

*Propeller Speed *Propeller Speed *Propeller Speed
Test No. 80% RPM 90% RPM 100% RPm

199 2.0 - -

200 - 2.2 1.7

20' - 0.9 0.7

202 1.0 - 0.2

203 - - 2.0

204 1.6 1.0 0.9

A j

TANDEM PROPELLER DUCT TEST

*Propeller Speed *Propeller Speed *Propeller Speed
80% RPM 900% RPM 100% RPM

Test No. Fd Duct Aft Duct Fwd Duct Aft Duct Fwd Duct Aft Duct

217 12 8.0 5.1 7.5 3.5 7.1

218 6.6 9.7 6.9 9.8 4.6 8.4

219 7.2 9.0 6.5 9.4 5.0 5.5'

220 8.5 9.2 7.1 5.1 7., 4.4

221 - 8.9 - 7.0 - 5.9

222 10.3 2.7 7.8 9.2 8.6 3.3

223 5.5 5.5 10.4 6.7 6.9 7.7

224 4.4 7.4 5.2 6.7 7.6 4.6

225 4.4 9.0 5.7 6.6 6.6 3.9

*Propeller Speed Percent RPM is Approximate

TABLE 11: THRUST VARIATION PERCENTAGES.

9- .I
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roughness other than the considerations discurved above. That

is, it is difficult for example, to decide how mucl of the

thrust fluctuation may be arising from the duct lip pressures

varying, and how much comes from the propeller thrust. The

duct lip thrust is probably more sensitive to the presence of

recirculation and to variations in local wind than the propeller

thrust, Reference 10. The masurements made here indicate that

this duct has a low static efficiency. Greater fluctuations

in thrust may be experienced on a ducted propeller in which

the duct carries a greater portion of the total load. That

is, it is considered that the thrust fluctuations obtained frM

these tests may be less than would be expected on a duct with

better static performance.

Further insight into the recirculation proilaQ can

be gained ý# '-1 ',ei"Sut L;~alL ~ ±. &.& tno' .

brought rapidly up to operating RPM. The behavior of the

thrust and various other quantities as a function of time will

show the nature of the establishment of recirculation.

It may be noted from Figure 43 that the average level

of the recirculation cauias an inflow velocity that is equiva-

lent to a propeller blade change of about 4 degrees. To obtain

a rough estimate of the magnitude of the recirculation, we

assume for simplicity that this change comes only from a change
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in local angle of attack of the propeller blades at 3/4 radius,

thio change in blade angle corresponds to an average inflow

velocity, caused by recircuiacion, of about 20 percent of the

duct exit velocity.

-T 1 7"1>i-"
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VII CONCLUSIONS

A. Engine Iniestion and Inlet Protection Test Conclusions

Based on this testing, the following conclusions

are believed to apply to the dual tandem ducted propeller

VTOL aircraft when in vertical flight in close proximity to

loose particle covered terrain.

1. Aircraft with disc loadings of 50 psf or greater

and with unprotected aft stub wing mounted engines

can expect engine ingestion rates &n excess of

0.004 pounds of terrain per pound of ingested air

when operated over sand. The rate of ingestion

will be about one-half as great if the terrain

particles are similar to the crushed stone which was

tested.

2. The influence of the blocked half screen deflector

inlet protection device was to reduce the engine

ingestion by one-third at 50 psf with no significant

change in the size of the particles ingested. The

long and short chord deflectors reduced the engine

ingestion by one-half at 50 psf. This protection is

believed to be inadequate.

3. For tests over sand, stationary inlet screens which

protrude into the upflow r.gion between the propeller

ducts should not be used with the dual tandem config-

zL:clon as they will increase engine ingestion.
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4. Analytical interpretations of the date indicate that

screens used in conjunction with a properly protected

suction device would shoq potential as a particle trapping

dwi-vce ard could be used to alleviate particle ingestion.

5. Dusted propeller ingestion date indicatio that when

operatlng over sand, an average of 60 pounds of sand

per million c-abic feet of air can be eupected at 50

paf disc loading.

6. The data obtainedin this program substantiate the

teste of Reference 2 and indicate that for this

configuration, large az•tu.s of terrain can be

transported to sensitive areas of the airframe

by the effects of downwash.

7. If an aircraft of this config, ration is operated

at 50 psf disc loading it is unlikely that the

environment can be more severe than that which

was studied in the testing over crushed stone.

Since the test rig could tolerate this environment

for a relatively long period it is likely that a

practical VTOL aircraft can be developed which can

tolerats similar environments for short perlods

of time.

B. Aerodynamic Test Conclusions

1. RecirculatinSgfov arising from the presencc of twv

ducted propellers running in close proximity, near

the ground, with their chrust axes vertical, acts to
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reduce the thrust coefficient of each ducted

propeller at a given blade angle. This reduction

in thrust coefficient is accompanied by a reduction

in figure of merit.

2. The re-irculation also produces slow variations in

the thrust of the ducted propeller varying from

5 percent to 10 percent of the average thrust for

the conditions of these tests.

3. Considerable excitation of the predominate structural

frequencies of the duct supports also arose from the

recirculating flow.

C. Propeller Blade Stress Studies

The Hamilton Standard report on propeller blade stress

studies, made during the Aerodynamic Interaction tests, has

been included as Appendix A.
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his programi was conaucted for the purpose of assessing the influence
3: adjacent ircraft components and ;round effects on aerodvrnamriclly
excited vibratory stresses in the blades of a shrouded propeller.

isolated testg of the shrouded propeller were made with the unit in a
vertical position at two elovations to a•emss ground effects separately.
With the blade angle set to absorb maximum available power at nsximum
rotational speed, a 70% increase in blade vibratory stress was obtained
when the shroud exit position was reduced from 1.5 to 1.0 propeller
diameters above the ground. Thir Increase occurred in the pealk etrtsa
obtained at a critical bpeeci > the operating range.

The sane shrouded prg)elJer was 0.6o 'rested as an aft installation in an
arrangement which includel a shiil.ir .orward unit and a half niisellage
representative of the Bel. X-2 . Variations in the spacing between
these componerktq pioduce. signiftcant changes in peak strees in the aft
propeller blde'. in cr- coruiguration, vibratory stresss3 were more
than twice -hose ortaned fi:om the isolated unit.

These rec _%it , LrAicatd tIV.t with the shrouded propeller in a vortical
positio'Ž. grovoG effec+, :nd the proximity of the simulated aircraft
aomponentr had an arpejiuble influence on aerodynamic ex•itation of
the propelear ,Iadea.

"H, .* F-t,

1
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CONCLUSION'

1. i~ised on tests of an :soltý. shrLouded propeller JIn-a verticaI

position, aerodynamic excitation of the propeller blades is increased
significantly when -the shroud exit is lowered to I propeller diameter
above the ground from the 1-1/2 propeller diameter above the ground
position.

2. The relative location of one shrouded propeller to another and to
the aircraft fuselage can have a significant effect on blade
excitation with the shrouded propellern in a vertical take-off
position in the ground.

3. Aerodynamic excitation produced by changes in ground proximity,
the relative location of aircraft componentsi or a cobabintation of
both, can produce substantial variations in propeller bl2de vibratory
stress, particularly if there ,i an important oritia speed
within the operating speed range.

I%

ae

M. S. F-62 2
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INTRODUCTION

The Kellett Aircraft Corporation, ,under Navy contract, has constructed
and operated an outdoor test facility for downwash investigations
relative to a shroudgd propeller driven VTOL aircraft. This stntic
ground test. facility consisted of tyo turbine powered shrouded propellere
and a half fuselage mock-up mounted on a vertical reflection plaas.
These components were representative of thome on one side of the Bell
X-22 aircraft., The shrouded propeller assemblies were mounted on
movable cranen which allowed their positione to be varied with respect
to the fixed htlf fuselage.

The existanoe of this facility provided an opportunity to investigate
vibratory stresses in a shrouded propeller in simulated VTOL aircraft
configurations on the ground. While a number of shrouded propeller
performance tests have been conducted In the past, principally in wind
tunnels, little is known of aerodynamically excited vibratory stresses
in shrouded propeller blades. This facility offered the possibility,
therefore, of measuring such stresses under the influence of
ground effects and adjacent aircraft components, and comparing them with
those measured in an isolated unit. Consequently, a test program was
proposed by Hamilton Standard Division, which, after a number of revision
was conducted under Kellett Aircraft Corporatibn Purohase Order No. 31808

N. .. F-62 3
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DESCRIPTION OF TE9TS

A -ketch showing the general arrangement of the ground test facility
is shown in Figure 1. Further details may be found in Figure 2 of
Kellett Report No. 179T80-12.

Each of the two 8 ft. diameter propellers was driven by a Lycoming
YT53-L-3 turbineengine. These 3-way propellers contained solid aluminum
blaoes which were held in fixed pitch during test. Blade angles were
changed manually in the adjustable hub between tests. The entire
propulsive assembly consisting of propeller,englne, support struts and
shroud was mounted through thrust and torque load cells to a structural

- ring around the shroud. This ring was pivoted at the end of the crane
boom to allow the shrouded unit to be rotated between horizontal and
vertical positions. Details of the engine-propeller installation and
the shroud contour may be obtained from Figures 23 and 24 of Kellett
Report No. 179T80-12.

The boom supporting the forward unit passed through the X-22 half fuselag(
mackup. Since the aft unit was supported free of the fuselage, this
unit was more easily moved to vary the spacing between components or to I
be completely removed for tests as an isolated unit. The blade

vibratory stress tests were nonducted on the aft shrouded propeller.

The vibratory stress measurements were obtained from strain gages
installed on the camber side of the blade and on the blade shank. The
"radial locations of these gages along the blade centerline are shown in
Figure 2. The shank leading edge gage was positioned to measure
vibratory bending at a circumfurential location aligned with the blade
leading edge at the 3/4 radius. The shank 90* gage and the bending
gages along the blade centerline were positioned to measure vibratory '

stresses resulting from flatwise bending modes. The pair of shear
Lages 12" from the tip were installed to measure vibratory stresses
arising from torsional response of the blade. Strain signals from
these gages were conducted through a slip ring assembly mounted on the I
propeller dome, amplified, and recorded on a Miller oscillograph. A
1? (once per revolution) signal was also recorded on the oscillograph
simultaneously with the strain measurements.

The isolated shrouded propeller tests were made with the aft unit in
both horizontal and vertical positions. In the latter position, tests
were made at two elevations above the ground.

In the simulated aircraft configuration, the location of the aft unit
was changed to vary the longitudinal spacing, Y, between units and the
lateral spacing from the fuselage, X. When variations in elevation, H,
were made, both shrouded propellers and the fuselage were changed by the

I. same amount. All of these tests were made with both units vertical.

Blade vibratory stresses were measured at three h2" station blade angles
over a propeller spoed range of approximately 30% to 100% of maximum

J ' available rpm. These blade angles were seleoted to provide power

". S. F-62 4
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variations from approximately 50% to 100% of mia:tmum available power
at mnximum rotational speed. When blade stresses were measured in the
aft unit in the simulated aircraft configuration, both units were
operated at essentially the same power and speed conditions.

Thrust and torque measurements were, recorded at each test point by
Kellett Aircraft. A summary of the tests conducted is shown in
Table II.

I
I
I

IA. S. F-6Z
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DISCUSSTC: P12ADE4 STRESS FREQUENCTES AND MODES

A brief discussion of propeller blade vibratory stress frequencies and
modes is presented herein to assist in the interpretation of the test
results. Figure 3 shows a .critical speed diagram for the test propeller
blade. The solid lines are lines of constant P (propeller speed) order.
The dashed curves are calculated values of natural frequencies in the
f•.rst flatwiae, first edgewise, and second flatwise modes for this blade
design. The circled points of intersection, therefore, are critical
speeds predicted to occur within the test operating range. The
natural frequency calculations assume that the propeller hub is motionless
i.e. the reaction of the vibrating blades on the hub is zero. They do
consider, however, the stiffness of the blade retention in the hub. In
practice where there is some hub motion, it is usually found that
measured critical speeds are slightly higher than those predicted by
this method.

The diagram indicates, for example, that the 2P first flatwise (2Pif)
critical speed was calculated to occur at 1175 rpm. Any twice per
revolution excitation of the blade should produce the largest vibratory
stress in the firs+ flatwise mode at approximately 1175 rpm, therefore,
since the calqulated blade natural frequencj is in resonance with the
excitation frequency at this rotational speed. A calculation of the
2?lf mode shape, or stress distribution, showed that the vibratory bending
stress is a maximum at the 24" from tip strain gage locetion. 3P f
response of the blade would produce a maximum stress at essentially the
same gage location.

Similarly, the diagram shows that critical speeds in the first edgewise
vibratory bending mode were predicted •o occur in the operating range at
higher P orders. In this mode, the maximum vibratory stress is produced
at the leading edge shank gage locat'on.

The 6P2 f critical speed was predicted to occur at the upper limit of the
operating range. In this mode, which contains a node outboard in the
blade, the maximum v~bratorv stre,-s was calculate'd to be at the 12" from
tip gage location Vibratory stresses at P orders greater than ý are
generally of less significance. It should be noted that there is no
I? resonant condition anywhere near the propeller rotational speed range.
This is an essential requirement for any normal blade design since
appreciable 1P excitation can be obtained in flight simply by inclination
of the propeller thrust axis with respect to the approaching airstream.

in a turbine installation, vibratory excLtations from the engine are
.negligible, and any vibratory stresses induced in the propeller blades
are almost entirely aerodynamically excited. Any non-uniformity or
asymmetry in the flow field at the propeller disk which produces
periodic variations in blade loading can induce vibratory blade stresses
at integer P orders. Any changes in blade vibratory response in these
tests at a given blade angle and rotational speed, therefore, can be
attributed to the effebt of test configuration changes on the propeller
flow field.

.s. ,-2 6
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Blade vibratory stresses obtained from the isolated shrouded propeller
tests were low as shown in Figures 4 and 5. As expected, torsional
response of the blades was negligible in these and all subsequent tests
since the blade design is such as to be free from stall flutter in either
a shrouded or unshrouded condition.

The isolated unit was tested in both the horizontal and vertical positions
at an H/D of 1.5 in an attempt to determine if ground effects were present
at thts elevation. However, test limitations allowed this comparison
to be made only over a very small propeller speed and power range and
thesb results, therefore, are inconclusive.

Blade angle variations with the shroud in a vertiecl position at an H/D
of 1.5 resulted in -ractically no change in stress magnitude with power.
Simultanequs measurements 24N from the tip on two blades are in good
agreement and indicate the 2Plf critical speed to be in the vicinity of
12OOý-1300 rpm. These and subsequent results also confirm that the highes
stress occurred at the 24" from tip gage location in the first flatwise
mode.

At-a blade angle of 26", the 2P critical speed is more evident with
the H/D reouced to 1.0. This i4icates an increase in excitation to
which the blade responded at a resonant condition. Over the remainder
of the rotational speed range, changes in blade vibratory stress are less
evident. The results in Figure 5 show approximately the same power
absorption over the propeller speed range at a given blade angle for
both H/D ratios. This indicates little change in the mass flow and
average velocity in the shroud. The higher 2Plf stress peak at an
H/D of 1.0 is probably the result of anincrease in turbulence or a change
in flow distribution at the propeller disk. Since this is a resonant
condition, a small increase in excitation can produce a significant
increase in blade response. In both cases, some of this excitation
may have arisen from the four equally spaced support struts behind the
propeller.

The results of the simulated aircraft configuration tests are shown in
Firgures 6 through 12. When comparing the data frcom this series of tests,
note should be taken of the wind velocity and relative bearing. Operation
of an unshrouded propeller in a crosswind can result in blade response at
significant P order critical speeds. LittTe ts known about the effect
of crosswind on a shrouded propeller, but it may be possible for an
appreciable wind velocity perpendicular to the shroud inlet to produce
turbulence at the propeller disk with a resulting effect on blade
excitation, The results in Fiigure 6 at a blade angle of 19' and those
in Figure 7 may be influenced by higher wind velocities.

Thc! variation in magnitude of the 2Pif stress peaks indicates that
significant changes in excitation occurred as the result of changes in
configuration and ground proximity. In Figure 6, the 3Puf critical "peed
is also evident at approximately 800 rp%.

n. S. F-62 7
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DTSCUSSION OF RESULTS (continued)

A summary of all of the 2P1f peak stresses Is contained in Figure 13. This
figure illustrates an increase of approximetelyv 70% In blade stresa
obtained by a reduction in H/D of the isolated duct from 1.5 to 1.0.

Figurd 13 also shows that at an X/D of 1.25 and an H/D of 1.5, peak stresses
were higher in t.his simulated aircraft configuration than in the isloated
unit. With the above relationships, a Y/D of 2.38 and a blade angle of
159, the maximum blade stress was more than twice that obtained from the
isolated unit. With the H/D reduced to 1.0, the spacing between units had
some influence on blade stress at the higher blade angles. The highest
resporse was obtained at a bladb bugle of i9* at a iiv of 2.38 where the
peak staess was piobably 2 or 3 timeo that from the isolated unit. The
increase in stress at low blade angle and power at this spacing ratio is
somewhat aupported by the results obtained at an H/D of 1.5. Operation
of the aft unit in closer proximity to the fuselage at an H/D of 1.0 and
a Y/D of 3.0 also produced &n increase in blade vibratory stress.

The scope of this program did not permit a more complete test configuration
variation to establish consistent trends, nor did it allow simultaneous
assessments of flow fields around or within the shroud. Visual
observations from previous tests- in the facility have indicated large
distortions in the flow field adjacent to the vertical shrouded propeller
and the half fuselage. It is also suspected that this flow field is
unsteady which may account for any inconsistenciea in the test data.
It is evident, however, that the flow distortions produced by ground
effects or the influence of other aircraft components, or a combination
of both, c~n result in significant excitation of the propeller blades.

•If the propeller has a critical speed within its operating speed range,
this excitation can develop appreciable blade vibratory etress.

in this test facility, the Bell X-22 aircraft arrangement would be most
closely represented by an H/D of .7, a Y/D of 2.3, and an X/D of 1.0.
The available data does not allow a reasonable extrapolation to this
combination of test variables. It is apparent. however, that adjacent
aircraft components in the presence of ground effects wil• produce
aerodynamic excitations of the propeller blades in the vertical take-off

condition.

1

I
I
I
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TABLL I

DEFINITION OF SYMBOIS

(3 42 - blade angle at 42" radius, degrees

D, - propeller diameter, ft.

a - edgewise bending mode

f - flatwise bending mode

H - vertical distance from shroud exit to ground, ft.

P - propeller rotatior':.a speed, rpm

X - horisontal distance between shrouded propeller
axis and fuselage, ft

Y - horizontal distance between shrouded propeller
axes, ft.

MT.'62
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TABLE T I
SHROUDED PROPELLER TEST CONDTTION

Keller Shrou d YX H/ ,'2 °RPM TestTest No. Position X 42" Sta. Range Date

199 Horizontal Isolated 1.5 19.0 610-1250 L/29/65

200 Vertical 610-1720

201 22.5 590-1720

202 26.0 530-1730

204 " 1.0 580-1770 4/30/65

211 Vertical 1.25 2.38 1.5 26.0 kO0-166O 6/29/65

22 19.0 720-1700

213 1.0 "50-17&J 7/29/65

214 22.5 4t0-1 -O0C"

215 " "2.o 180-lA60

2:7 2.0 " 850-1720 8/3/65

2183 22.C 0-1750

219 N 19.0 860-1700

220 " 3.0 " 840-1700 8/4/65

221 " 22.5 830-1620

222 " 26.0 8h0-1590"

223 0.75 " 84o-16L0 8/6/65 I
22L % 22.5 850-1690 N

225 19.0 840-1730 U

-- -,

, [ I
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